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About This Game

Black Mist is a 2D, roguelike action game
that is aiming to provide tense atmosphere and impatience.

All stages are covered by darkness,
thus it is necessary to shoot shiny bullets to the darkness,

pay attention to the sounds from enemies, and move carefully.

But be careful... bullets and your life are shared as "Energy",
and the enemy's power and ferocity will be increase with the passage of time.

You have to annihilate the enemies in the room without a depletion of energy,
and seek for an exit.

Features

・RANDOM GENERATED MAP
The composition of the room, the position of the enemy,

the kinds of the enemy etc, changes every time.
You have to proceed while anticipating what kind of threat is lurking in the dark.
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・BLACK MIST
All stages are filled with Black Mist.

Black Mist will increase by passage of time, and if there is not enough energy,
enemy's power and durability will be more stronger, and behavior pattern will be dangerous.

・ENERGY
Energy is your life and is also your bullet.

Defeated enemy will drop energy certainly.

・EQUIPMENT and BATTERY
There are 49 kinds of equipment in this game.

To use equipment, there is need to set some batteries on it,
thus not all equipment can use at same time.

Battery can be removed and be reset into the other equipment.
However, it consumes a certain amount of energy when activate equipment,

it might be dangerous to replace equipment frequently.

・ENEMIES
There are 26 kinds of enemies in this game,

and every enemy has 2 superior versions that have different action pattern.
When you reach the end, there is LAST BOSS as 27th enemy.
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Publisher:
Nyan_Fort
Release Date: 4 Aug, 2017
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you know i'm kinda enjoying this. The fighting mechanics are simple but brilliant and very addictive. Each fighter has peculiar
moves which leads to many ways and strategies in game.. Can't understand♥♥♥♥♥♥ There's not even a tutorial and if there is,
it is hard to find.. Don't waste your time on this crap (this comes from an anime watcher) seriously why would you want to play
a boom beach or some other s h i t like this on PC, why would you ever want to play something like this?!. A lot more charming
than expected. It is a very calm and friendly screensaver that looks really nice due to the awesome art-style. Be warned though,
the screensaver is just the whole game playing on fast-forward and with the text removed.. Pros:
+ Action Packed
+ No turns waiting
+ Spams your inventory
+ Good graphics
+ Runs high FPS Even on a work Laptop
+ Characters Are Cute

Cons:
NOTHING. what the actual ♥♥♥♥ is this i mean its kinda good though
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It's kind of a weird game, but there is a huge amount of content. Lots of quests, a night and day system, complex farming and
crafting, monsters, pretty weather effects, hundreds of houses. Most of the characters are felines. .. so that's fine. The only
issues I have with it is that it lags a lot sometimes, and I'm really only using a few abilities every battle (double attack and heal).
But the amount of detail is pretty incredible for an rpg maker game.. Fans of these old Zelda-type RPGs will enjoy this one too,
but it's an indie, so don't pay full price, wait for a bundle (my key was an RPG maker bundle item). For a buck or two, you will
get your money's worth. 6/10. Very good mod! and even if it's still not complete (only brittish and germans exist), it's amazing
and it will be even more awesome when the french (and even later the austro-hungarians) are added :D. Card Crawl is an
ingenious take on solitaire. You play with a set of playing cards and 5 ability cards. Each turn, you are dealt up to four cards,
which can be treasure, monsters, weapons, potions, shields or ability cards. Your hero has a set amount of hit points, and the
object is to have all the cards dealt out of the deck, and still be alive.

There are 35 ability cards, and you start with a handful at the beginning of the game. The rest are unlocked as you win the game
and use in game currency to unlock them. The better the card, the more expensive it is.

As you progress, you also unlock additional features to the game, as in choosing your ability cards beforehand (normally they
are taken from your collection randomly); unlocking additional hero cards; and creating and playing other players' decks. I've
played a handful of them. They're all over the place, from challenging to WTF were you thinking?!

It's well worth the cost, either on sale or no. For a relaxing, casual card game, it's aces in my book.. Quiver♥♥♥♥♥♥s Terrible
Tale runs a similar playtime to the first, and it's still a fun, quick game to bask in some serious rock nostalgia of those lost and
those still rockin it out. Packed full of crude and crazy jokes, and in my opinion, a more streamlined design to fighting, the
Terrible Tale is a must have. Don't hesitate to pick up this title for a good laugh and a great time.. Best Rhythm game i've ever
played.

Theres nothing more to say really. Buy it on sale if you want, but its worth the $15 otherwise.

The only frustrating thing is the final achivement where you can't miss anything at all, but if you're not here for a +1 to your
perfect achivement stat, its going to be a great time overall.. need more player. Princess Kidnapper is a first person, wave-based
defense archery title. In this game, you have kidnapped a princess, and held her captive in a tower. As her calvary comes to her
rescue, your task is to take them down by firing arrow before they can get to the tower.

These army doesn't attack you, their only objective is to rescue the princess. This means you will only be focusing on attacking
them as they charge their way. There's no locomotion, as you are stationary on a tower. You will be equipped with a bow and
arrow as you take down a variety of these soldiers, each with their speed, health point and weakness. There are also power-ups
which you can obtain by shooting down the birds who carry them. These power-ups enhanced your arrow, some requiring you to
hit the enemy to work, such as explosive or iced.

The game is presented in a casual, colorful aesthetic, and this seems to be an endless game, meaning it will keep on going until
you lose. The game is rather straightforward and easy to get into, so it may be suited more for kids rather than adult. this thrown-
away title serves well as a time-killer for kids to play, but I do recommend only picking this up if it has 75% discount or more..
The great anime promo art drew me in, but unfortunately the gameplay was mind-numbingly boring and needlessly difficult. In
addition, the in-game art was extremely lacking, there was no voice acting...Ugh. Not worth $10, and not really worth buying at
all.
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